
Nature and Marine 
Short Courses 

2023 / 2024

Bhejane Nature and Marine Guiding Courses

Apprentice Field Guide (NQF 2) Course (10 Weeks)

Marine Guiding Course  (5 Weeks)
Combined Nature and Marine Course (12 Weeks)
Combined Nature and Trails Course (18 Weeks)

Apprentice Field Guide (NQF 2) Practical only Workshop (5 Weeks)
Apprentice Field Guide (NQF 2) Theory Exam Prep Workshop (1 Week)



Intake Dates &
Fees 2023/2024

1 May -  21 July 2023 
11 Sept - 1 Dec 2023  
5 Feb - 26 April  2024 
May - July 2024

Please enquire for 2023 dates.

Apprentice Field Guide R76 000 
Marine     R52 000

Combined Nature and Marine R88 000
Combined Nature and Trails 125 000

Apprentice Field Guide Practical Workshop R48 000

All tuition and Training Manuals
Meals for all training days. (Students provide their own meals
on weekends and off days)
Accommodation
Transport and entrance fees to parks and reserves visited
during training.
Registration with Professional bodies such as PADI,FGASA
First Aid Training
Dive Gear
Uniform (Cap, Beanie, 2 x T-shirts) Rash vest if doing Marine.

Included in the Course Fee
(10 and 12 week courses)

Admission Requirements
Minimum age of 18.
An acceptable standard of English Literacy  (Reading, writing
and speaking)
A valid Driver’s Licence
(Students without a driver’s licence can be accepted onto the course,
but will not be allowed to operate any vehicles)
If over 21 a PDP licence is recommended.
Health or Travel Insurance or Medical Aid
A reasonable level of personal and mental fitness.
Must be able to swim 100m unaided (Marine and Combined)

Payment plans applicable to SA Residents only.
Information on payment plans in the Application form.

Excluded from the Course Fee

Personal Gear and Equipment (Binoculars etc)
Field Reference Books
Transfers from the Airport (Can be booked separately)
 Meals on aff days and snacks (We do have a small tuck shop
at camp)

Please enquire for 2023 dates.

1 May - 7 July 2023 
11 Sep - 17 Nov 2023  
5 Feb - 12 April  2024 
May - July 2024 

   Apprentice Trails Guide (6 Weeks)     R65 000 



PROGRAttįME DESCRIPTION

The FGASA Apprentice Field Guide Qualification , also known as (NQF 2 Site Guide) is the most sought after

qualification required by the guiding industry for employment. The course includes  the CATHSSETA Nature Site

Guide qualification, which is the minimum requirement for guides to register as legal tourist guides in South Africa.

Beyond Southern Africa's borders, FGASA qualifications also enjoy recognition in many other countries on and off

the African Continent.

While we recommend the longer 1 year or 3 year courses for school leavers, the 10 week course is ideal for older

students that have already got some relevant life and work experience.  School leavers are welcome to join

the course -especially if wanting to first further investigate guiding as a possible career path, btu as above should

you consider a career as a guide and are younger than 21 years of age, we recommend that you consider the 1

year Career Development Programme or the 3 Year Advanced Nature Guiding Course.

The short courses are also for Nature Conservation, Reserve Management , Zoology or Tourism Graduates that

want to increase their employability. The course is also ideal for people simply wishing to learn more about African

wildlife and to have a once in a life time learning experience.

Choose to specialize in either Terrestrial or Marine Guiding - or simply do both!

On the Combine course the student will enjoy the same course time for skills and theory as those completing the
terrestrial course only, but instead of doing the second practical at the Terrestrial Camp, will be doing the second
practical at a Coastal Camp. The generic modules are not covered again for theory sessions and we move straight
on to the Marine specific knowledge modules. On the Combined Course you will spend on average 7 weeks on

the Field Guide Programme and 5 weeks on the Marine Programme.

IF you are not a water-baby, you can also opt to do a combined course for the Apprentice Field Guide and
Trails Courses. This is still shorter than the full 1 year programme but gives you the extra qualifications

and skills needed to increase employability and get started on the road towards full Trails.



Course Syllabus Marine
The Marine syllabus builds on the Apprentice Field Guide Syllabus and although it can be done on its own, it
assumes that the student has already done the basic introduction to Botany, Mammals, Birds and Ecology as
covered in the Apprentice Field Guide Syllabus.

As above the Marine programme also covers the full FGASA syllabus, which  can be accessed here.  In addition to
the FGASA Syllabus we also include various water skills, such as snorkeling and diving with guests.  The Marine
environment is vast and this course is  meant to introduce the student to the various fields and styles of guiding
that can be pursued as a Marine Guide.

The course is very skills focused and aims to provide an overview and introduction to complex marine environments
to enable interpretation.

Marine Guiding is exciting and diverse and every student will gain a different perspective from the course! It is a
great extra field of knowledge and skills for any guide to complement their  guiding portfolios.  It is also a great
course for non-professional guides to simply challenge themselves and learn about new environments.

Course Syllabus Apprentice Field Guide (Terrestrial)
The full FGASA Apprentice Field Guide Syllabus is trained and assessed on the course. The syllabus can be
accessed here. The FGASA syllabus is comprehensive covering a wide range of knowledge as well as skills topics to
ensure a good foundational competence for students.
 Skills covered includes First Aid, Safety and Awareness, Interpretation and Communication Skills, Storytelling,
Basic Vehicles skills, briefings as well as general planning and organizing guided activities, areas and schedules.

The knowledge component covers everything from Weather and Climate, Ecology, Astronomy, and basic
Conservation Management as all the various animal and plant studies. It is a fun and exciting programme to
complete giving you at least a basic introduction to some fields of knowledge, as well as a much more in depth
understanding of general animal identification and behavior and interpretation.



Instructors and Teaching Strategy
Unlike many other training providers, we don’t rely on one instructor and an assistant to deliver all course content to students. We

make use of a diverse range of subject matter specialists, each deeply passionate about his/her field of expertise, to introduce

students to the natural world. A student on course can typically expect to have been taught by different subject matter specialists,

in addition to being taught by active guides, passionate and well versed in the practical skill of guiding.

Bhejane Instructors all hold FGASA Professional Field Guide qualifications as a minimum, and our Specialist Guest
Facilitators are all known specialists in their fields.

What makes the Bhejane Programme Different?
Travel , Adventure and Exploration!

Bhejane is based in Northern Zululand from where we explore the many unique and diverse habitats that Zululand and the Elephant
Coast has got to offer. Activities on course can include Birding the Hluhluwe River Floodplain, Hiking through False bay Park,
Butterflying, Birding at Mkuze, Walking the Mkuze Fig Forest and experiencing the giants of Tembe Elephant Park, home to
Southern Africa’s largest elephants. (Actual activities vary from course to course) Unlike many other provider’s where courses are
restricted to one camp, our students get the opportunity to explore the unique and varied biodiversity of Maputaland.

Despite traveling and time spent at the base camp, you will also spend most of your practical field training in a Big 5 Game Reserve
at our  Zululand Bush Camp, where you will be both on foot and in a game viewing vehicle, while improving your guiding skills.
You will also be diving the coral reefs of Sodwana Bay, and exploring the Kosi Bay Lake System and Coastal Forests, or if in season,
experience the Turtle Nesting Season.

Affordability
Our course prices typically includes more travel, adventure and qualifications than our competitors, yet we are amongst the
most affordable. Prices are intentionally kept as low as possible to promote affordability for local students. We are often asked
why our prices are so much lower than some competing providers. We feel our prices are reasonable and take into
consideration the ability of students to repay student loans once in industry.

 Your course price is also exactly that - you are paying for the course, and not paying for agency and recruitment commissions.



Certification General Information and Registration
Module Certificates / Awards

Apprentice Field Guide

FGASA Apprentice Field Guide Certificate

Level 1 Wilderness First Aid

Track and Sign Certificate

Marine and Coastal Guiding
FGASA Marine Guiding

PADI Open Water (or other levels as
applicable to the student)

Combined Course All of the above

Disclaimer: The information given in this document is accurate at the time of
writing. Factors beyond the control of Bhejane Nature Training such as regulatory

changes, may cause the exact content, duration or venue of certain modules to
change. In the event of any such change, all reasonable measures will be taken to

minimize inconvenience to students.

Whatsapp or Phone: 082 604 3506

E-mail: info@bhejanenaturetraining.com

www.bhejanenaturetraining.com 

www.bhejanenaturetraining.com



